
 

 

 

Sprout 2 Families, 

 

In June, the Sprouts studied all things “Light!” 

The Sprouts had endless amounts of fun with this 

study! They star gazed using a night light on the 

ceiling, colored with flashlights, explored the 

flashlights, and used sunglasses to protect their eyes 

from the sunlight while playing outside. We even did 

circle time with the lights off using a flashlight to 

read books! The Sprouts also learned that they could 

see the moon in the daytime as well at nighttime, but 

it is not the same as seeing the sun. During 

lunchtime, the classroom lights were kept off and we 

enjoyed eating by candlelight. Another great activity 

the Sprouts enjoyed was using the colored magnet 

tiles on the light table. With the lights off in the 

room, we had a lot of discussions about what makes 

light and the difference it makes when we do or do 

not have them on.  

 

Monthly Highlights: 

Parker was a big helper; he turned the lights off and 

on in the classroom. He is just tall enough to reach 

the switch. When the lights switched off, he said 

“Now it’s so dark in here!” 

 

Charlie and Belle built towers with the magnet tiles 

on the light table. Charlie said red was her favorite 

color! She liked how it lit up on the table! Belle 

stacked all the square tiles!  

 

Henry enjoyed the night light we used that projected 

star and a moon during nap time. He pointed to the 

ceiling and said, “The moon!” 

 

Evie used her flashlight to count the blocks in her 

basket! She has been collecting items and carrying 

the basket around the classroom. She says, “I am 

going on a trip!” 

 

Ben was fully engaged in our flashlight circle time! 

He loved listening to our “Black Rabbit” book, 

which is all about a rabbit’s shadow. We also took a 

look at our shadows outside in the sunlight!  

 

Jack and Bailey were all about the sunglasses! They 

both looked adorable! Jack picked the blue pair, and 

Bailey asked for the orange pair. We talked about 

how the sunglasses will protect their eyes from the 

sunshine! 

 

Next month’s topic study will be “Rocks, Sand and 

Water.” We will explore water and sand play and do 

some watercolor and rock painting.  

 

Investigative questions we will be asking our 

Sprouts: 

• What is a rock? 

• What do we use water for? 

• Where do we find sand? 

 

Books: 

I Found a Rock 

Water 

 

Songs: 

Row, Row, Row Your Boat 

The Sandcastle 

 

Have a great month of July! Happy 4th! 

Ms. Tracy and Ms. Kelcy 
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